Welcome to the FALL 2009 Edition of the PRA Chapter 40 Newsletter!

Cover Photo: Scott Biser trying to remember where he put the cyclic... photo by Doug Smith.
Scott Biser takes 1st place at the Tri-State Pilots Association Fly-In at Double J Airport!
Photos (bottom right and left)

Tom gets some help from a bombadier on his run in his black RAF during the event (right)

Next Page:

Chapter 40 Pres Randy does a fly by and we can see lots of good rotors on the flight line!
Above: Doug Gaudette has the bugs worked out of his engine conversion and has been doing lots of flying this season!

Left: Rick Whittridge, won a seat on the PRA Board of Directors this year at Mentone 09! Chapter 40 now has 2 PRA BOD members. Rick Whittridge and Tim O’Connor. Tim was voted in as PRA Vice President.
By Scott Biser

Doug Smith, Doug Gaudette and I all flew from the Georgetown Club Meeting to the Peebles PPG/PPC Fly-In and then back to Cary’s on 8/22.

The PPC and PPG pilots loved us. We put on a pretty nice little show that the Dougs captured on video and posted to YouTube.

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jlr3X89Jiio)

Doug Gaudette flew 198 miles that day. Doug Smith flew 235 miles!

For me, it was only about 80.
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TSPA / Brown County Pilots Fly-In continued.....

Top Right: Black Choppers Invade!

Middle: Homer Bell’s Bell

Bottom Right: Scott Biser’s Farm with runway photo: Can you tell what is wrong in this photo? (Answer bottom of next page)
Answer to Scott’s Photo Teaser:

One of the EGT probes are malfunctioning...
Fall 2009 Meeting of PRA Chapter 40!

When: Saturday, October 3 at NOON

Where: Humphries Rotordome (Grass Strip Airport)  
Just a few miles from Batavia and Sportys.  
486 Apple Road  
Amelia, Ohio 45102

What to Bring: Food will be provided but bringing an extra dish is not considered a bad thing...

Who to Bring: Yourself and anyone who enjoys aircraft!

How To Get There: Details and Map on the next page!

Flying in? Be sure to call Randy (513) 724-9676 for runway conditions. You can also request an email report on the runway conditions the morning of the meeting by emailing Tim O’Connor (gyro.pilot@yahoo.com) at least a day in advance of the meeting.
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Directions To The FALL Chapter 40 Meeting

From I-275

Take exit #63 BATAVIA onto OH-32 E - go 3.0 mi

Bear Right on OLD OH-74 - go 0.8 mi

(there is more than one OLD-74, make sure you have the right one!
you should be exactly 3 miles down RT-32)

Turn Right on AMELIA-OLIVE BRANCH RD - go 2.3 mi

Turn Left on JUDD RD - go 1.1 mi

Turn Left on APPLE RD - go 0.3 mi

Arrive at 486 APPLE RD, AMELIA,